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Details of Visit:

Author: casanova
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 7 Sep 2012 11.30 am
Duration of Visit: 2
Amount Paid: 300
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07930603878

The Premises:

A chain hotel on the Bristol ring road. Comfortable and discreet

The Lady:

Lisa is an absolute stunner - a bob of blond hair, a pretty face, bright ,an hourglass figure and boobs
to die for.

The Story:

I got wind that Lisa was on tour in my neck of the woods, so phoned her mobile for an appointment.
This was easily made via her efficient friend/PA. I arrived right on time, rang again and was given
the room number by L's friend, who opened the room door for me then discreetly disappeared. L
then appeared herself - what a vision of loveliness and pure sexuality clad in black high heels, black
stockings and suspenders, pick frilly nickers and matching pink pus-up bra - wow! We embraced
and L gave me a deep french kiss. I quickly disrobed and lay on the bed, and L started giving expert
attention to my soon burgeoning member. She has this great way of telling in gloriously dirty
language what she is doing to you and what she will be doing next. Soon we were into 69, and L
encouraged me to stick my fingers in her cunt and arse, as well as licking her soaking pussy.

No more details, but suffice to say that the two hours passed in a blaze of lust, with L cumming
numerous times and particularly enjoying my vigorous missionary on her.

L is often on tour - catch her when she's at a town near you! And come back to Bristol for me soon,
gorgeous lady!
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